During 2019, the blog had more than **840,000 views** on the stories. I wrote 13 visual stories, 3 of them were **featured** by the team at Exposure.co

An average of **35.5K views** per story.
SOCIAL MEDIA STATISTICS

186 POSTS  1.515 FOLLOWERS  318 FOLLOWING

Javi Lorbada | Spain

Outdoor and Travel Photographer.
▶ Every picture has a story.

In 2019, received - **30,000 likes**.
Engagement per post is **10.82%**.

164 Likes on average per post.
10 Comments on average per post.

In 2019, received - **30,000 likes**.
Engagement per post is **10.82%**.

164 Likes on average per post.
10 Comments on average per post.
MAILCHIMP STATISTICS

146 SUBSCRIBERS
14 emails sent in 2019  Top locations. Madrid, Amsterdam, Zurich
20% are highly engage
18% are moderately engage
60% are rarely engage

Top locations. Madrid, Amsterdam, Zurich
PUBLICATIONS AND AWARDS

AWARDS

Behance
- Feature on Landscape Photography, Arthur’s Pass
- Feature on Premiere Pro and Film, Chamonix

Timelapse
- Feature on Landscape Photography, Whakapapa
- Feature on Landscape Photography, El Peñotillo

Lonely Planet
- Top best in travel 2019 blog - Jordan: 10 great days
- Best blog from March 2019 - Landing in New Zealand

Image on book - Seasons of the Moon: Folk Names and Lore of the Full Moon

Solo Exhibition - Sala Siroco Madrid

PUBLICATIONS

Plain Magazine
Javi Lorbada takes on the world, one country at a time.

121Clicks
Travel Photographer Javi Lorbada Beautifully Captured Whakapapa Landscapes

DesignIdeas.pics
El Peñotillo - Winter afternoon at Sierra de Guadaramma
About Me

Javi Lorbada is a Madrid based adventure and travel photographer.

Born and raised in Spain; at his twenty-four he moved to Amsterdam, The Netherlands, seeking new opportunities in his career as a mobile software developer.

During his time in Amsterdam, Javi developed a strong connection with multicultural people and started his affection to discover more about the world, its different cultures, its people, its landscapes. That triggered his passion for photography and sharing it with friends and family.

After six and half years he decided to quit his software development job and going away for more than eight months, he traveled through Nepal, Jordan, Chile, India, Australia and New Zealand among other places and decided to try on this passion. Always hunger for adventure, any time of the year you’ll find Javi on the road, hiking through rugged mountains, skiing with friends, or sleeping in his tent seeking for sunsets and sunrises.

Along the way Javi learned to convey a story through his eyes, which constantly share with the world by writing about his journey. With the clear idea of ditching from the city life, he moved back to Spain pursuing new horizons, re-discovering his backyard and share his unique perspective.

He specialises in lifestyle, landscape, sports, and travel photography, helping brands to transmit their message.

Feel free to contact me at info@javilorbada.com, or at javilorbada.com